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Abstract

This study aims to analyze Uslûb dalâlî or semantic style in Qur’anic Verses and its absorption in sentences for learning. This research is qualitative with a library research approach. Research data is a corpus of verses of the Makiyyah Qur’an with semantic style values. The source of the data is the Qur’an. Data collection techniques are carried out with documentation. At the same time, data analysis uses content analysis. There were four discourses as a result of the study. First is the aspect of takrar (repetition). That repetition is contained in QS. Al-Baqarah: 4, QS. Ali Imran: 54, QS. An-Nur: 40, and QS. An-Nur 45. The absorption of sentence patterns is further projected for learning, like learning that continues to be repeated and all knowledge considered useful. Secondly, the Qasr (focusing) aspect appears in QS. Al-Baqarah: 5, QS. Al-Baqarah: 254, and QS. An-Nisa: 151. Absorbing sentence patterns reduces learners’ readiness for learning and consistent and honest practice. Third, the number of mu’taridah (discontinuous structures). Marked in QS. Al-Baqarah: 24; QS. Al-Baqarah 116; and QS. Al-Mumtahanah: 110. Absorption of sentence patterns is good learning that must end with evaluation/assessment truth, ilifat (pronoun distillation) contained in QS. Al-Baqarah: 128, QS. Al-Baqarah: 159, QS Ali-Imran: 11; QS. Ali-Imran: 81, and QS. Al-Maidah: 13. The pattern of sentence absorption reduces to the need, to be honest in the educational process and punishment for undisciplined students. Thus, the Qur’an is the greatest literary book with multi-meaning in each verse unit.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Linguistic scholars generally emphasize their discussion on expression patterns according to linguistic rules. The literary reviewer directs his study more to the principle of non-equivalence of language patterns as a form of language expression that has aesthetics. This does not mean that literary scholars deny the pattern of rules established by linguists but that it emphasizes the realm of taste because language communication cannot be separated from the realm of affection or taste. This is what in the study of balaghah is referred to as style or uslûb. In general, uslûb is divided into two, namely uslûb lafdzî and uslûb ma’âni. Uslûb lafdzî is more visible because it relates to the use of verbs or nouns, the use of single or plural forms, the use of pronouns, and so on. At the same time, uslûb ma’âni or uslûb dalâlî is more concealed and will only be understood after an in-depth study. This is what researchers will discuss in this study.

Undoubtedly, the Qur’an has a multi-meaning sensuality. The linguistic meanings of the Qur’an belong to different uslûb (Son, 2021). This is reinforced by the opinion of Manna Al Qatthan that the redaction of Qur’anic verses can flow to give meaning to the reader. (Samsudin, 2019) The Qur’an can be attributed to the greatest literary books due to the universal nature of language until the Qur’an can be investigated further with certain approaches and methods of analysis. Makna-makana was later developed to strengthen theoretically and applied Arabic discourse. (Hanafi, 2017) (Amirudin, 2006)

The focus of this research is the manifestation of uslûb dalâlî in a number of verses of the Qur’an and its absorption in Arabic language learning. Uslûb dalâlî is one form of semantic style for a ta‘bir meaning verse. This study is a sub-theme of the field of Balaghah Ma’ani (Qilqilah, 1992). Some examples of Qur’anic verses that contain uslûb dalâlî have meanings related to several interdisciplinary studies, such as semiotics, pragmatics, and applied linguistics in Arabic language learning. For example, the reconstruction of (Burridge & Stebbins 2019) uslûb dalâlî in Arabic language learning is reviewed through semantic values for mastery of receptive and productive learning. To develop language elements (phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics), then language skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing). This means that uslûb dalâlî discourse is not just for studying intertext but for the productivity of language learning.

Some studies (Mulyawan, 2011) that uslubs and frequency levels are used in Surat Yasin Kalam Khabari and Kalam Insha’i. Research that the transfer of the communication style of the Qur’an from a word to a word that has an adjacent semantic field indicates a difference in concepts from the meaning of the first word with the concepts contained in the second word. Research, the position of maani in the balaghah hierarchy cannot be separated from the familiar grammar learned by Indonesian students. The consequence of Ma’ani as a follow-up to nahwu is a change in the learning material system that distinguishes the nahwu perspective and the balagha perspective. Then Uslub istifham’s research in ma’ani science has certain meanings following the context of the sentence. Istifham understood as seeking knowledge about something previously unknown, contains the notion that a question is given only to find out from the person being asked. However, when viewed from the science of ma’ani (Doni & Arabic Literature, 2016) (Taufiqurrochman, 2010) (Nurdiyanto, 2016), not all functions of istifham show the meaning of finding out but can mean commandments (amr) which are classified as uslub thalab and other meanings.

Some of the above studies still review the extent of uslub ma’ani and uslûb dalâlî in intertext analysis of Qur’anic verses. What is spoken, then language style, relationships, communicant understanding, and literature. It has not been found how the discourse of uslûb dalâlî on a number of verses of the Qur’an can be projected in applied linguistics, especially the study of Arabic. Including its absorption for pedagogical functions. This is the novelty of this study. So the purpose of the study is to identify and describe uslûb dalâlî Qur’anic verses and their absorption in sentence patterns for learning.
2. METHODS

The method considered appropriate in this study is the linguistic method, more specialized in language studies, called stylistics. The scope of this study is the form of *takrar* (repetitions), *Qasr* (focusing), the number of *mu’taridah* (discontinuous structures), and *iltifat* (the distillation of pronouns). Researchers put limits on four aspects of *Uslûb Dalâlî*. Then the object of this study is the construction of various forms of text as a communication system used according to the context. Thus this research includes text research or text study while the research results are in the form of word descriptions as a result of understanding and analysis of the research object. Therefore, this study also included descriptive research.

Research data in the corpus is in the form of verbal symbols. Both are represented in sound as the smallest language state and discourse as the largest language level. The corpus in this study is in the form of a Qur’anic structural unit which researchers consider to have a semantic style from aspects of phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics of Arabic. The data was extracted from the original text of the Qur’an as a data source. This study will excavate a corpus of Qur’anic verses, and researchers will only limit it to Makkiyah verses. The Makkiyah verse referred to by researchers chosen with considerations: 1) The Makkiyah verse researchers consider to have more literary value because the first audience of this holy book was revealed to be a community of literature and art lovers. The Makkiyyah verse is the first verse that came down researchers consider capable of representing high literary value. One of the manifestations is the existence of various forms of language deviation; 2) The number of Surat Makkiyah amounts to 86 suras out of 114 suras in the Qur’an. Researchers randomly took 15 verses from the entire corpus studied; 3) The determination of the corpus sample of 15 verses has exceeded what has been established by Gaya that to determine the size of the sample in the study is 10% of the entire corpus studied; 4) Consideration of the quantity of *uslûb dalâlî* or the semantic style of the language in the Makkah letter.

The collection of data is carried out with documentation. At the same time, data analysis uses content analysis or content analysis. The steps taken in the content analysis in this study are as follows: 1) Reading the Qur’an, especially in makkiyah verses totaling: 82 Surahs or a total of 4659 verses. Then the number of urate and makkiyah verses used as a guideline for researchers is based on the categorization of Manna’ Khalil Khotton; 2) Determine the unit or unitization. Researchers break down the data into pieces that can be analyzed. In this case, researchers identify Qur’anic verses that have semantic style values or *uslûb dalâlî*, including *takrar* (repetitions), *Qasr* (focusing), the number of *mu’taridah* (discontinuous structures), and *iltifat* (the distillation of pronouns); 3) Make records of data that has been determined to be analyzed by what is stated in the document; 4) Reduce data; 5) Make inferences (find what is meant by data) against the data that has been identified. In making this inference, researchers use analytical constructs, which are an effort to operationalize analytical knowledge about the interdependence between data and context. Thus, in making inferences, especially inferences about the function of researchers, examine the context or asbâb nuzûl behind the derivation of verses of the Qur’an containing *uslûb dalâlî* and or examine the explanations put forward by interpreters (mufassirîn); 6) Validate.

3. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

Findings

The following is *uslûb dalâlî* or semantic style researchers show the forms of Qur’anic verses that contain semantic style, function, and benefits in forming Arabic sentence patterns. The *Uslûb dalâlî* that the researchers display is in the form of *takrar* (repetition), *Qasr* (focusing), the number of *mu’taridah* (discontinuous structures), and *iltifat* (pronoun distillation).
### Table 1. Uslûb dalâlî Aspek Takror (Repitisi)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Verse/Surah</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Absorption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><a href="76x728">البقرة: 4</a></td>
<td>In the above verse there is a repetition of the words bimâ unzila and wa mâ unzila. Lafadz above can be categorized as a form of discontinuous takror (repetition).</td>
<td>What is meant by bi mâ unzila ilyka in the early lafadz is the Qur'ân, while wa mâ unzila ilayka in the second lafadz are the previous books. The above verse comes down with respect to the mu'mins of the kitâb, such as Abdullah ibn Salam and other mu'mins. They also believe in all the revelations that Allah has revealed and believe in the Hereafter. But when the verse comes down: <a href="365x510">وَالَّذِينَ يُؤْمِنُونََ</a> which requires faith in the previous books and the book after them i.e. the Qur'ân, they turn away. This is where the repetition of lafadz becomes important as a form of affirmation of the need for faith in the books that came down before and after it.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 2  | [أَوْ كَظُلُمٰتٍ فِيْ بَحْرٍ لُّجِيِّي](100x178) | From a quick look at the verse above, the reader will understand the repetition of words in the treason lafadz. This repetition is called tâkrâr. | In the above verse, the Qur'an gives a metaphorical description of the condition of the infidels, namely being in the darkness of the middle of the deep sea, rolled by high waves. On top of the roll of the waves, the sentence pattern of the 40th verse of Surat An Nûr above is used in sentences containing repetition for affirmation. |

| 3  | [أَوْ كَظُلُمٰتٍ فِيْ بَحْرٍ لُّجِيِّي](100x178) | The 40th verse of Surat al-Nûr is metaphorical, and some lafadz are repeated to show the value of art in expression. Repetition or repetition is what in Arabic literature is called tâkrâr. | In the above verse, the Qur'an gives a metaphorical description of the condition of the infidels, namely being in the darkness of the middle of the deep sea, rolled by high waves. On top of the roll of the waves, the sentence pattern of the 40th verse of Surat An Nûr above is used in sentences containing repetition for affirmation. |
called tikrâr. There is another roll of waves. From this hyperbole metaphor, the arrangement of the verses is also not excessive, emphasizing the heresy experienced by the infidels. Based on this explanation, it is natural that the pattern outlined in the metaphorical verse is filled with repetition or tikrâr.

Students are a collection of scholars. Students hope for the community—students of future leaders. Students who bring change all start with students.

In the above verse, there is a repetition several times in lafadz فَمِنْهُمْ which the author supposes to be repetition or tikrâr, then the use of dhamîr من for the senseless.

This verse can be analyzed based on the difference in the mention that walking with the stomach, two legs, or four legs does require repeating, because of which repetition or tikrâr occurs. As for the second problem, lafadz من is used for the intelligent only. But because it also enters into man and others, in its rule, if it combines the intelligent and the unintelligent, it will win the intelligent.

The sentence pattern of the 45th verse of Surat An Nûr above is used in sentences containing repetition for affirmation.

Those who participated in the race were all circles. Some rode motorcycles, some took buses, and some walked.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Verse/Surah</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Absorption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>أولئک على هدى من ربيهم وأولئک هم المفلحون</td>
<td>Dhamîr fashl' or separator pronoun is the pronoun separating between mubtada and khabar. The function of this dhamîr al-Fashl is so that the reader does not suspect 'khabar' is meant as (متشخر) or as (عندما) so that the sentences أولئک على تزمر من مترابطين, وأولئک هم الناجحون are not understood 'ustad who reads.... and 'The people who read it.' For the prejudice to disappear, dhamîr was added, becoming</td>
<td>The sentence pattern of the 5th verse of Surat al-Baqarah above can be used in the context of emphasis. They are the ones who get training from the coach, and they are the ones who will win.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In connection with the above verse, lafadz هُمُ المُفْلِحُونَ is dhamîr fashl.

According to al-Akhfasy, pronouns or dhamîr such as huwa, humâ, and anta in the middle of a sentence is an addition because it is a separator pronoun that serves as an explanation that the word is not an adtrait.

The sentence pattern of verse 254 of Surah Al-Baqarah above is used in sentences that require both focusing and affirmation using dhamîr fashl.

O young men, if you want to become a member of this organization, be disciplined and confident. Only honest people will be trusted.

The sentence pattern of verse 151 of Surat An Nisâ’ above is used in a sentence that requires the affirmation of a lafadz.

The author sees the purpose of focusing on the sentence pattern, which in balaghah science is called qashr bi al-dhamîr.

The pattern can be in the form of mubtada sentences ‘khabar, fiil marfû’, fiil manshûb, syart and jawâb terms, and so on.

The sentence pattern of the 24th verse of Surat al-Baqarah above can be used as the following sentence:

If you can’t catch up – and definitely can’t catch up – then get ready to take the exam.

Table 3. Usûl dalâlî Aspect of the Number of Mu’taridah (Discontinuous Structure)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Verse/Surah</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Absorption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>فَاِنْ لَّمْ تَفْعَلُوْا وَلَنْ تَفْعَلُوْا فَاتَّقُوا النَّارَ الَّتِيْ وَقُوْدُهَا النَّاسُ وَالْحِجَارَةُ ۖ اُعِدَّتْ لِلْكٰفِرِيْنَ</td>
<td>In the above verse there are numbers that are not related to the linguistic structure before and after them, namely in lafadz ولَنْ تَفْعَلُوا. In the language of such a number is called the number of mu’taridah.</td>
<td>Shaykh al-Ghulâyain mentioned that the function of the pattern is as a form of speech reinforcement, affirmation, and beauty. The pattern can be in the form of mubtada sentences ‘khabar, fiil marfû’, fiil manshûb, syart and jawâb terms, and so on.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>بَيِّناً الَّذِينَ أَمَنُوۡا أَنَّمَا أَنَفْقُوۡا مِمَّا رَزَقۡنٰكُمۡ مِنۡ قَبۡلِ اَنۡ يَّاتِىَ يَوۡمٌ لَّْ بَيۡعٌ فِيۡهِ وَلَْ خُلَّةٌ وَّلَْ شَفَاعَةٌ وَالۡكٰفِرُوۡنَ هُمُ الظهلِمُوۡنَ</td>
<td>In the above verse the author observes the existence of a form of qashr with dhamîr Fashl.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>أُولٰٓیۡكَ الۡـکٰفِرُوۡنَ حَقًّا * وَ اَعۡتَدۡنَا لِلۡکٰفِرِيۡنَ عَذَابًا مُّهِيۡنًا</td>
<td>If the lafadz in question is: بَيِّناً الَّذِينَ أَمَنُوۡا أَنَّمَا أَنَفْقُوۡا مِمَّا رَزَقۡنٰكُمۡ مِنۡ قَبۡلِ اَنۡ يَّاتِىَ يَوۡمٌ لَّْ بَيۡعٌ فِيۡهِ وَلَْ خُلَّةٌ وَّلَْ شَفَاعَةٌ وَالۡکٰفِرُوۡنَ هُمُ الظهلِمُوۡنَ then the meaning of this verse is that they are kafir (with a slight stress of ‘nabr’ during pronunciation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) نَسآء (2) البقرة (3) البقرة
In the above verse, the number of subhânahu above indicates Allah’s holiness, considering that the assumption of God having a son has consequences of likeness and the possibility of extinction. Lafadz subhânahu purifies Himself of all kinds of likeness and worship. To him, he submitted all heaven and earth. He is the Creator of all things. Even Uzair, the prophet Jesus and the angels submit to Allah Almighty. So the amount of mu’taridhah is used to deny all forms of weakness.

In the above verse, there is a sentence that has no structural relationship with other sentences, namely in lafadz اللَّٰهُ أَعْلَمُ بِاِيْمَانِهِنَّ . This pattern is called i’tirâd.

The sentence pattern of the 10th verse of Surah Al-Mumtahanah above used in insert sentences has no place in the sentence structure, but it is important to include it. After the competition was completed – the judges knew the results – the evaluation was completed in three days.

Table 4. Uslûb dalâlî Aspect iltifat (pronoun distillation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Verse/Surah</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Absorption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>لَّذِيْنَ يَنْقُضُوْنَ عَهْدَ اللّٰهِ مِنٌْۢ بَعْدِ مِيْثَاقِهۖ وَيَقْطَعُوْنَ مَآ اَمَرَ اللّٰهُ بِه اَنْ يُّوْصَلَ وَيُفْسِدُوْنَ فِى الَْْرْضِ اُولٰۤىِٕكَ هُمُ الْخٰسِرُوْنَ كَيْفَ تَكْفُرُوْنَ بِاللّٰهِ وَكُنْتُمْ اَمْوَاتًا فَاَحْيَاكُمَْۚ ثُمَّ يُمِيْتُكُمْ ثُمَّ اِلَيْهِ تُرْجَعُ (المتمحنة: 10)</td>
<td>Lafadz كَيْفَ تَكْفُرُونَ بِاللَِّّٰهِ is a form of negative rumor inquiry. The lafadz negates the state and nature of denial of a person who denies the existence of God's omnipotence. The second-person pronoun form is felt to be more</td>
<td>The sentence pattern of verses 27-28 of Surat al-Baqarah above can be used when someone wants to say dialogically but begins with the disclosure of narrative facts as follows:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The police will catch those who commit theft. How can you steal when your salary is big?

In verse 159 of Surat al-Baqarah above, the context of lafadz communication uses the pronoun form mutakallim jama’. But in the next context, it seems as if the context switches from the first party jama’ to the third pronoun or dhamîr ghâib. In Arabic literature, this transfer of context is called iltifât.

The police will catch those who commit theft. How can you steal when your salary is big?

In verse 159 of Surat al-Baqarah above, the context of lafadz communication uses the pronoun form mutakallim jama’. But in the next context, it seems as if the context switches from the first party jama’ to the third pronoun or dhamîr ghâib. In Arabic literature, this transfer of context is called iltifât.

In verse 159 of Surat al-Baqarah above, the context of lafadz communication uses the pronoun form mutakallim jama’. But in the next context, it seems as if the context switches from the first party jama’ to the third pronoun or dhamîr ghâib. In Arabic literature, this transfer of context is called iltifât.
forms of pronouns or actors, starting from the self-name \( \text{الل} \), then becoming 'I' (تُ), then the form dhamîr (نا). This kind of change the author believes to be a form of iltifât.

Therefore there are two forms of doer used in this verse, first using the dhamîr (نا) and the self-name \( \text{الل} \). This transition of the form of actors is what in Arabic literature is called iltifât. Since the context of the conversation at the beginning of Surah Al-Mâidah is about the Jews, Allah has instructed him in the above verse with the iltifât pattern of the pronoun 'نا' and disclosing with the use of the name of the self in lafadz \( \text{الل} \).

In Arabic literature, this change of pronoun is called iltifât. There must be a purpose for making such a pattern. Those authorized to explain this pattern are the mufassirîn.

As a matter of pattern convergence, Imam al-Wâhidi took the middle way in interpreting the iltifât pattern as follows: ظَنَّنُتمُ أيُّها المؤمنون بالذين هم كأنفسهم ‘you are presumptive (dhamîr) O mu'minûn (dhâhir), to those whom they are like yourselves.’ This is the form of combining meanings to accommodate the presence of dhamîr khitâb (أنت) and the form dhâhir المؤمنون in the iltifât pattern.

The sentence pattern of the 12th verse of Surat Al Nûr above is used in a sentence that undergoes a change in pronoun called iltifât.

لولا إذ سَعْيَتُوهُ طَنُّ اهلُ المؤمنون وَالمؤمنتَ بِالْأَفْقِ بِنَزْيَةٍ وَقَلَّتُوهَا أَفْلَهُ مُبْنِيَ (الثور: 12)

We have announced it to all students and spread the information, but unfortunately, the students don’t care about the announcement. Indeed, the ustadz has committed himself to his duty.

Why do you believe it? Smart people will never believe fake news.
Discussions

Researchers have completed the classification of Uslūb Dalālī, as shown in table 1, table 2, table 3, and table 4. Uslūb dalālī is limited to aspects of takrār (repetition), Qasr (focusing), number of mu’taridah (discontinuous structure), and iltifat (a distillation of pronouns). This limitation is done so that the study is not too wide. The study of Uslūb dalālī is still extensive and not limited to the four aspects above. However, researchers tend to think that the four limitations of Uslūb Dalālī, as shown in the table, are already very representative of the study of the semantic style of the Qur’ān.

Uslūb dalālī that needs to be reviewed is takrār, commonly said with repitisi. Repetitions, or repetition as in Table 1, is reviewed in the form of verbs, nouns, and particles. Repetition in the form of verbs, for example, with the addition of negative particles at the beginning of lafaz, then repetition of nouns as a form of reinforcement of messages to communicants. There is also repetition in the form of particles accompanied by pronouns. Each repetition of four verses in QS. Al-Baqarah: 4, QS. Ali Imran: 54, QS. An-Nur: 40, and QS. An-Nur 45 contains the form, function, and absorption of sentence patterns. The absorption of sentence patterns is further projected for learning.

The absorption of sentence patterns from takrār (repetisi) in Arabic learning as table 1 is; 1) that every student who wants to take an exam should study, repeating learning material learned in class. It is up to whether the material is presented for the development of receptive or productive competence; 2) that students or students are intellectual people who compete to explore knowledge. Any science is considered both as a provision for current and future life.

The form of takrār (repetisi) is thus in line with the idea of repeating words that can form relations of meaning, including educational meaning. The form of repetitions on Uslūb dalālī does not necessarily work for the text. But it can be for other contexts, for example. Repetitions are expressed as verbs, nouns, and particles, all three sentence divisions in Arabic Linguistics. In this context, a verse presents no meaning without reference. So repetitions are considered important to explain the contextual meaning.

Continuing the second discourse, the form of Uslūb Dalālī, as shown in table 2, is the Qasr (focusing) aspect. It is to specialize something with something else. This can be seen in QS. Al-Baqarah: 5, QS. Al-Baqarah: 254, and QS. Am-Nisa: 151. The Qasr form r is characterized by nouns and pronouns, which both refer to communicants in the plural. The specialization aims to strengthen the previous lafaz editorial. Qasr relates to the form, function, and absorption of sentence patterns.

For example, learners who go through practice consistently will be more successful in absorbing sentence patterns in learning. The process of takrār in learning and practice is the key to success. How not the repetitive learning model considered appropriate for learning success? According to Gestalt, as cited (in Ikehara, 1999), the learning structure is based on mental readiness consisting of the amount of power (strength), where each other strengthens each other. The takrār process can form power reinforcement. This means that students can have a good mentality after they repeat what they have learned. Furthermore, the absorption of the next sentence pattern is about an honest character in education—honesty in shaping through educational and training activities. Honesty is one form of character mandated in the national education system through the curriculum. (Sholihah & Maulida, 2020)

Research explains that changes in the meaning of language in various styles, including semantics, are due to socio-cultural factors. (Machery et al., 2004) Including corpus affiliated with education. It further(Painter, 1999) focuses on semantic relations and education to explore the epistemological discourses of knowledge. Semantic connections and education are not only for semantic discourse but for more comprehensive particular discourse, which can be tested by logical reasoning system-based language(Ounnas et al., 2009). As well as semantic style and learning absorption contained in table 2. That verses are in QS. Al-Baqarah: 5, QS. Al-Baqarah: 254, and QS. Am-Nisa: 151 has implications for
repeated learning and honest character.

The third discourse explains the form U slûb Dalâlî in the aspect of the number of mu’taridah (discontinuous structures). Marked in QS. Al-Baqarah: 24; Q5. Al-Baqarah 116; and Q5. Al-Mumtahanah: 110. The semantic style of these three verses constructs a form, function, and absorption of sentence patterns. The form of the number of mu’taridah occurs in verbs and nouns. Two verbs are contained in negative particles that have no relation at all. Then nouns that refer to adjectives. The arrangement of the number of mu’taridah is not negated by the sentence either before or after it. In the context of Arabic syntax, it is called fudhlah (Aoun et al., 2009). The three numbers of mu’taridah in the three verses have an absorption pattern for learning.

For example, in QS. Al-Baqarah: 24, which has the absorption of sentence patterns for the examination process of learners. Students who do not learn, they will undoubtedly do remedial. More in QS. Al-Baqarah: 116, for protecting school stakeholders during the learning process. Stakeholders must ensure the safety of students in schools. A sense of comfort in learning is a manifestation of the hidden curriculum that needs to be realized in schools(Alsubaie, 2015). Then in QS. Al-Mumtahanah 110 with the absorption of the sentence pattern of the exam that will be completed after three days. An exam is a series of forms of evaluation that learners must follow in school. Students’ success in learning objectives can be known after an evaluation(Cao, 2022).

The fourth discreet, as shown in table 4, is Uslûb dalâlî on the aspect of artifact (pronom lining). It is a linguistic phenomenon with a structure different from the usual(Fromkin et al., 2013). In the discourse of Science, Balagah means to turn, turn, or switch. (Hasan, n.d.; Moses, n.d) The form of ultimate is found in QS. Al-Baqarah: 128, Q5. Al-Baqarah: 159, QS Ali-Imran: 11; Q5. Ali-Imran: 81, and Q5. Al-Maidah: 13. Each verse in the five letters absorbs sentence patterns in the form of verbs, nouns, and particles.

The first absorption of learning sentence patterns is students who are always honest. Do not commit negative actions such as stealing. As reviewed,n honest attitude is the main character in life(Wahidin, 2017). Language distillation is characterized by pronouns and how students commit theft even though they already know, further on the attitude of students or students who can be punished when violating the rules set at school. The existence of punishment in schools is not always judged negatively. Punishment can be positive because it rewards disciplined learners(Peguero et al., 2021).

In line with research(Machery et al., 2004), semantic styles can enter the territory of the corpus intertext and enter text. Semantic style can give birth to meaning in line with the approaches and methods used by the reader Language meaning always refers to the formation of the structure of the language itself. Then how to structure language into a system to form the right meaning. Until the importance of language has objective intentions and is by the context.(Bréal &; Wolf, 1991),(Son, 2017)

4. CONCLUSION

As the greatest literary book, the Qur’an can be studied with various interpretive approaches. One of the classic approaches is Balagah. Where one of the sub-studies of Balagah is Uslûb Dalâlî. Uslûb Dalâlî, or semantic style, is a form of semantic style for a ta‘bir meaning ayat. However, this study was limited to aspects of takrar (repetition), Qasr (focusing), the number of mu’taridah (discontinuous structure), and iltifat (pronoun distillation).

As they are called, the three aspects of Uslûb dalâlî have form, function, and absorption of sentence patterns. The focal point of sentence pattern absorption in this study is learning. Four discourses were found as a result of the study. First, the aspect of takrar (repitisi). That repetition is contained in QS. Al-Baqarah: 4, Q5. Ali Imran: 54, Q5. An-Nur: 40, and Q5. An-Nur 45. The absorption of sentence patterns is further projected for learning. Like learning that continues to be repeated and all knowledge
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